74	AMONG THE BEDOUINS
I never discovered to a certainty whether or not
Mitkhal knew how to read and write. These desert
princes, like kings and feudal lords of medieval time, dis-
dain pen or pencil. One of Mitkhal's warriors was also
his scribe, who could write both Arabic and bad French.
In a little leather bag, Mitkhal carried a small brass seal
on which was inscribed his family name "El Fayiz," with
the wasm or symbol of the Beni Sakhr—a bar and circle
joined. When he wished to dispatch a letter or written
order, which occurred only two or three times a month, he
dictated it, and the scribe read it back to him. He handed
the seal to the scribe, who rubbed & bit of the ink on it
with his forefinger, Mitkhal laid the sheet in the palm of
his left hand, and pressed down the seal with his thumb.
The Bible story of how Jesus wrote in the sand had
always seemed to me picturesque, unusual. Instead, it
was the common, universal habit. As the Bedouins sat
idling, they would scribble words or meaningless ara-
besques, with finger or camel-wand. Once, when Mitkhal
wanted to describe the posting of certain men in ambush,
he drew the plan In the sand, and on another occasion,
when there was a dispute between two men about the-
number and value of some sheep, all the computations
were made by writing in the sand.
Atl-over bathing is unknown in the desert, and the
Bedouin lives his entire life without tub, shower or swim.
Is life in the black tents dirty? The truest answer is that
there is any amount of healthy dirt, even in the tent of a
great sheik, but no germ-breeding filth. We lived next to
the earth, sand, gravel or sunbaked clay, and the earth
itself is a purifier, as are the wind and sun. Our water,
brought in goatskins from distant wells, was muddy with,

